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Turnigy 9xr pro transmitter

Jual Turnigy Remote Control 9XR Pro Mode 2 (No Module)9XR Pro Added Features:• ARM version of er9x radio firmware with GUI simulator Support EESKYPE• 24-channel GUI support• 48 free mixes• Expo, Triple rates, curve settings• Voice alerts• Telemetry display• Atmel SAM3S ARM Cortex M3 , 32-bit micro-controller, 512K flash, 64Kb SRAM• 4Mb
EEprom for 30+ model storage • Micro SD card (Included) • Mini USB port for access to SD card files and radio programming • 1/2 Watt audio amplifier with digital control. • RS232 serial port for external telemetry connection via futaba trainer jack. (for DHT ,DXT) • Logical level serial port for external blue-toothed modules (HC-06,RN42)• Dimable LED back
light• Buzzer haptic (pager vibrator) for central finishing alert and alarm notifications• Real Tact switches on menu keys, give positive feedback indication• Built into bootloader. (Firmware can be updated in less than 15 seconds!) • Full built-in telemetry support for the latest RF modules. New DSM modules coming soon.• Speaker and headphone outputs• Ball
bearing mantles• Digital trims• Attributable switches• Freely attributable channel mixes• Dual graphic mixes, Subparations, travel adjustment and exponential• Supports Heli/Aero/Glider and custom model types• Model type-based programming models• Supports M1, M2, M3 brackets, M4 stick modes• 128 x 64 backlit Illuminated liquid crystal display• Built in
jr doors &amp; futaba trainer ports• JR Form Factor RF Modules (ORX Dsm2, ORX Open LRS 433Mhz etc)• Programmable warnings• 1.5Amp, 5V main switching regulator, with wide input voltage (6,5 - 30V) (uses 3S lipo connection equal to 9XR)• Rotary encoder with push switch port (rotary encoder not included - user update)• Support for 6-way switch
and more 3-way switches. (User update)• And more!! A full set of user manuals and user videos are available to help you learn how to use this powerful radio. Online support forums and users available at: www.turnigy9xr.comSpec:Channnel: Up to 24 supportedDisplay: 128 * 64LCD (dimmable Backlit)Support type: Heli/Acro/Glid/CustomModel Memory:
30+Stick modes: 1, 2, 3, 4The type of encoder: ppm/pcmModule Interface: JR Compatible (See Related Items Below)Simulator Interface: Yes (JR &amp; Futaba)Buzzer/Speaker: Sim Compartment deBattery: 112 x 44 x 27mmPe (less battery &amp; Rf Module): 723g Required: 3S Lipo BatteryRF ModuleInclude:Turnigy 9XR PRO Transmitter (Mode 2 -
Accelerator on Left Stick)Quick Start Guide *Note: This version is provided without an RF module, please the relevant RF module from the accessory list below.**Note: To use telemetry with FrSky modules, the optional plug in cable is required. , jual turnigy 9xr, jual turnigy 9x, turnigy jual transmitter 9x 9ch, jual turnigy 9x kaskus, jual turnigy 9x second, jual
jual 9x jakarta, jual turnigy 9x 9ch, jual turnigy 9x surabaya, jual turnigy 9x tangerang, jual turnigy 9x murah, justal turnigy 9x bandung, justal remote turnigy 9x, jual receiver turnigy 9x, jual rx turnigy 9x, jual tx turnigy 9x, jual transmitter turnigy 9x, harga turnigy 9x 9ch Developed by a team of hardware gurus and RC software, the Turnigy 9XR set out to upset
the big boys in the industry, bringing to market a radio that is packed full of features at an extremely affordable price. Now we have the Turnigy 9XR PRO, the next revolution in radio systems! True to the ethos of the original, the 9XR PRO still offers great value, but we've completely reviewed this radio to make it even more powerful based on customer
feedback. Working with a team of R/C experts, we've made additions like a USB and SD card slot, voice and vibration feedback, and make this radio telemetry capable. You're unlikely to get over this radio anytime soon. The new SD Card is used to store your custom sound files, telemetry data logging, model storage, and firmware updates. If you are
technical this radio will keep you busy unlocking new features, but if you just want to go out and fly, this radio is easier to program than ever before! The specifications speak for themselves, the people's radio got even better! 9XR Pro Added Features:• ARM version of er9x radio firmware with GUI support simulator EESKYPE• support for 24 channels• 48
free mixes• Expo, Triple rates, curve settings• Voice alerts• Telemetry display• Atmel SAM3S ARM Cortex M3 , 32-bit micro-controller, 512K flash, 64Kb SRAM• 4Mb EEprom for 30+ model storage • Micro SD card (Included) • Mini USB port for access to SD card files and radio programming • 1/2 Watt audio amplifier with digital control. • RS232 serial port for
external telemetry connection via futaba trainer jack. (for DHT ,DXT) • Logical level serial port for external blue-toothed modules (HC-06,RN42)• Dimable LED back light• Buzzer haptic (pager vibrator) for central finishing alert and alarm notifications• Real Tact switches on menu keys, give positive feedback indication• Built into bootloader. (Firmware can be
updated in less than 15 seconds!) • Full built-in telemetry support for the latest RF modules. New DSM modules coming soon.• Speaker and headphone outputs• Ball bearing mantles• Digital trims• Attributable switches• Freely attributable channel mixes• Two-channel graphic mixes, subparations, travel adjustment and exponential• Supports Heli/Aero/Glider
and custom model types• Model type-based programming models• Supports M1, M2, M3, M4 stick modes• 128 x 64 backlit Crystal Display• Built in jr doors &amp; futaba trainer• JR FORM FACTOR RF MODULES (ORX Dsm2, ORX Open LRS 433Mhz etc)• Programmable warnings• 1.5Amp, 5V main switching regulator, with wide input voltage (6.5 (6.5 (6.5
30V) (uses lipo 3S connection equal to 9XR)• Rotary encoder with push switch port (rotary encoder not included - user update)• Support for 6-way switch and more 3-way switches. (User update)• And more!! A full set of user manuals and user videos are available to help you learn how to use this powerful radio. Online support forums and users available at:
www.turnigy9xr.com Spec:Channnel: Up to 24 supportedDisplay: 128 * 64LCD (dimmable Backlit)Support type: Heli/Acro/Glid/CustomModel Memory: 30+ Stick Modes: 1, 2, 3, 4The type of encoder: ppm/pcmModule Interface: JR Compatible (See Related Items Below)Simulator Interface: Yes (JR &amp; Futaba)Buzzer/Speaker: Yes Sheath Compartment:
112 x 44 x 27mmPeto (less battery &amp; Rf Module): 723g Required: 3S Lipo BatteryRF ModuleIncluded:Turnigy 9XR PRO Transmitter (Mode 2 - Accelerator on Left Stick)Quick start guide *Note: This version is provided without an RF module, please order the relevant RF module from the accessory list below.**Note: To use telemetry with FrSky modules
you need the optional plug on the cable. I didn't buy it on Amazon, the price is a bit high here, but this is an amazing bang-for-the-buck radio. I use it to pilot my Tarot 650, my son 450, and my Slow Stick. Supports 16 channels, uses open source firmware, Frsky modules work with support for CPPM and telemetry, SD card provides easy firmware upgrades
and stores up to 30 different models that you can back up, restore and rearrange in the model selector. Customizable voice alerts and customizable voices. It drinks battery from a small 2200mah .5a battery (not included, but a great battery for this radio). There are accessories for it, including an FPV stand and monitor that integrate very well to form a full tilt
FPV platform. It also supports jr systems and futaba friends. All this and I've barely begun to scratch the surface of the capabilities of this radio. Yes, there are higher quality radios, yes, the menu arrangement could be better, but I don't believe for a second that you'll find a better set a capacity for money. I have three complaints for this radio:1) My gimbal on
the right side began to get full deflection. The simple fix was to open the back and spray some silicon lubricant on the return holding. 20 minutes and problem solved. This is an engineering problem and something they could probably make more reliable with little effort.2) Arrangement of potentialiometer number, 3, 1, 2...really? For the comments of the
previous reviewer, the positioning of the pots could be better, but it is not as if this was a surprise to those who ask for one. The images clearly show where the pots are.3) A 3 more would add so much cost to make it cost prohibitive? Flight controllers are very advanced today with a multitude of flight modes. A single 3-position switch limits the options. I'd buy
another one. Other. a heartbeat. universal transmitter radio for RC models on a budget. HobbyKing's Turnigy 9XR Pro can be had for around $60. Compared to FrSky Taranis ($250), it's a much cheaper option. When installed with multimodule, the transmitter can control many kinds of models of many RC brands. More protocols are added regularly so you
can control everything with just one radio transmitter. In this video:4in1 multi-module PPM vs Serial Install module 4in1 in the Turnigy 9XR Pro Flash ERSky9x Bind model Bind ModelTutorial firmware configuration model on how to install module 4 in 1 for turnigy 9XR Pro from BangGood.com. When this module with updated firmware is installed, it can
almost replace all transmitters for your micro-rotors/quadcopters/helicopters and RTF aircraft. The 4-in-1 wireless module integrates four RF chips (CC2500, NRF24L01, A7105, CYRF6936) into a single circuit board, with MCU base plate, can support a variety of remote control protocols identifying the PPM signal output of the remote control, such as Walkera
DEVO, Spektrum DSM2, Flysky, Frsky, WLToys, Hubsan, Hisky, etc. It can control up to several hundred planes (or receivers). This module makes the Turnigy 9XR Pro compatible with many protocols, including:DSM/DSM2/DSMX Bayang FlySky FrSky Hubsan Syma WLToys HiSky KN ... etc4in1 Multi protocol module for FrSKY Taranis / JR / FlySky 2.4G
CC2500 A7105 Flysky Frsky Devo DSM2 Multiprotocol TX Module with antenna TX Protocol Transmitter Transmission Module Case for FrSky FlySky 9XR Pro Radio The transmitter for the Turnigy 9XR Pro Taranis X9D Plus Firmware with support for various ... RCGroups mapping supported - not all are listed, but even if they are not listed, they can work
with an already supported protocol. Just a few trial and error errors to discover cases printed for the 4in1 module 1691786 1730039-------------------------------------------------------------------Voice package for the Turnigy 9XR Pro Merge voice folder with that of your MicroSD . EEPM model configuration files (4in1-9xr-pro-ersky9x-models.zip) Syma, JJRC,
Hubsan and the templates I have configurationCopy the .eepm files to your MODELS folder on the microSD card and import them from the in your 9XR Pro.These are sample sample files for 9XR Pro using the 4in1 module. All of them are based on the generic model with some of the inverted channels. Most models is AETR:CH1 mode = Aileron CH2 =
ELEVATOR CH3 = Accelerator CH4 = Rudder CH5 = Flip (only active in flight mode 3) CH6 = Lights on/off5min timer 3 modes of flightSwitches TH is throttle on/off (out of default) RUD D/R is lights on/off (default) ID is Flight modes, with low/med/high rates (low standard) IT D/R is Acro/Flip mode (out default, only active in mode3 (high rate) Trainer = timer 1
reset
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